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Since 2017, in the spirit of spurring innovation throughout the City, the Office of Performance and
Innovation (OPI) has been running an idea collection and innovation training for City staff called
IdeaStarter. IdeaStarter encourages City employees to bring their ideas to receive funding for
prototype testing and potential implementation.
In its second year, the program became “bigger than the sum of its parts” and created a cohort model,
bringing staff together as they built out their ideas through a hands-on curriculum. Operating with this
model ever since, participants receive tools to approach their challenges from a human-centered
perspective, build structure around their innovations and formulate a pitch to potential project allies.
As IdeaStarter continues to make space to learn, create and innovate, it too evolves based on lessons
learned and participant interests. OPI recognizes the benefits of building capacity within the
organization through expanded training opportunities for City employees, and couldn’t be prouder of
its growing alum of innovative, collaborative IdeaStarters. We look forward to growing creatively with
our staff and continuing to push the boundaries of how government operates.

IDEASTARTER 2021 BY THE NUMBERS
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Ideas collected during IdeaStarter campaign Jan - Feb 2021
Finalists selected by cross-departmental review committee
Ideas developed, tested and implemented
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Centralized Green Calendar +
A go-to resource for all environmental happenings at CoD
IDEA STARTER
Erin Harrison
Erin.Harrison@durhamnc.gov

COLLABORATOR
Mariel Klein
Mariel.Klein@durhamnc.gov

THE CHALLENGE
The City of Durham is involved in various environmental programs and initiatives and possess a wealth of expertise and
resources to share with the public. Unfortunately the Durham community has to check multiple webpages and calendars
to find these resources. I wanted to make our environmental resources more accessible and broaden our engagement
with Durham residents.
THE IDEA
I created a website showcasing environmental resources, including a list of presentation topics, a form to request a City
speaker and and a calendar detailing upcoming environmentally-related events.
KEY LEARNINGS
I began by exploring stakeholders and making a list by priority. It seemed easiest to start with people I already had a
working relationship with and met with them individually. This included Keep Durham Beautiful, Stormwater Services,
and Neighborhood Improvement Services. During these conversations, I determined that collectively we didn’t have
enough events to fill a year-long calendar, but everyone was eager to share their expertise and resources with the public.
One idea that came out of these chats was an Environmental Speakers Bureau. I took that idea and began to visualize
what that would look like, or how best to promote it. I first created a simple rough draft layout of the webpage and with
much trial and error and much appreciated guidance from Katy Dillard, I created a draft webpage. This draft helped me
demonstrate how a Speakers Bureau would function when I re-engaged with the departments who expressed interest.
NEXT STEPS
This has great potential to increase engagement throughout the City and encourage more departmental collaboration:
●

Working with Energy & Sustainability
Analyst, Paul Cameron, to increase
coordination between currently siloed
sustainability actors within the City;

●

All staff involved agreed that a monthly
email check-in regarding calendar
events would be feasible;

●

“Gardener’s Forum”, where participating
departments provide a brief
presentation and invite questions;

●

Eventual expansion to County
departments

LEARN MORE
Visit the current pilot’s webpage.
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City Website Usability Testing
Exploring how to make the City’s website easier to use
IDEA STARTER
Katy Dillard
Kathryn.Dillard@durhamnc.gov

COLLABORATOR
Sean Doig
Sean.Doig@durhamnc.gov

THE CHALLENGE
With more than 6 million pageviews on DurhamNC.gov in FY20-21, we know a lot of people use the City’s website.
However, we don’t know much about their experience finding information or completing tasks.
THE IDEA
●
How can we capture and use feedback from website users to help improve their experience?
●
How might we work usability testing into our web development/content creation process?
●
●
●
●
●

During the process, I…
Interviewed peer stakeholders, including Durham County Library and State of North Carolina;
Researched available testing tools and best practices;
Drafted and conducted two rounds of usability testing for top five web tasks on the City’s website;
Compiled and shared test findings to make web updates/improvements;
Created presentation to share usability testing tips, tools, and resources with colleagues.

KEY LEARNINGS
●
Many peer organizations utilize usability testing, some have dedicated roles/resources for this purpose
●
Testing can be done fairly easily with existing tools and resources
●
Ideal to test during web or app ideation/creation vs. testing after the fact
●
Almost any testing is better than no testing
●
Usability testing should be viewed as a learning opportunity and approached with an open mind
●
Ideal to include affected staff and stakeholders throughout the testing process
NEXT STEPS
●
Continue to share findings,
tips, and resources to others
in the organization;
●
Find more opportunities to
encourage and incorporate
testing into web work;
●
Provide support to
departments that want to
try testing;
●
Try additional testing tools,
format and trainings
LEARN MORE
●
Watch a usability test
●
View project overview slides
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Herbicide Tracker
Protecting water quality by monitoring herbicide use
IDEA STARTERS
Sam Jackson and Bill Hailey
Sam.Jackson@durhamnc.gov; Bill.Hailey@durhamnc.gov

COLLABORATOR
Sean Doig
Sean.Doig@durhamnc.gov

THE CHALLENGE
Maintenance personnel need to apply herbicides to treat nuisance vegetation in City-regulated Stormwater Control
Measures (SCMs). The City needs to ensure that such use is tracked in case of negative impacts downstream. The City
needs the data, but maintenance companies that thrive on efficiency resist compliance with burdensome regulations.
THE IDEA
Leverage advances in technology to simplify compliance with City protocols, enabling the City to track herbicide use and
better protect natural waterways, without severely undermining the efficiency of maintenance companies.
KEY LEARNINGS
We needed to reach out to stakeholders--on the private maintenance side and the City side--to understand what each
group wanted. We polled the major SCM maintenance companies to learn what the pain points were for them. They
shared their process, which guided us in creating our product. We learned what mattered to the City’s Water Quality
group: what form of tracking would be most helpful to them. Perhaps most importantly, we discovered an advocate and
partner in the City’s Sean Doig, who educated us in what was possible, and guided us in the steps to make it happen.
When we shared our prototype, volunteers within Sean Doig’s
group and SCM maintenance companies gave it a test run. The
volunteers provided confidence in the functionality of the form.
The SCM companies offered practical tips and probing questions
to improve our product.
The final product is far more than we imagined. It is a form that
can be accessed through our website or through a free app
called Survey123. It allows licensed herbicide applicators to click
through a form, providing all the essential data that the City
needs with minimal inconvenience. When the form is submitted,
the information is accessible on the City’s map, allowing the
City’s Water Quality group and other interested City staff to view
locations of herbicide use and investigate if necessary.
NEXT STEPS
The data that we collect will be available through a “dashboard,”
allowing us to monitor the most common nuisance vegetation
and the frequency of herbicide treatment around Durham by
season. Such data may be used in a variety of ways, including
educating SCM owners about vegetative problems and how to
prevent them. In addition, the process we followed and the
product we developed may be imitated in the creation of other
forms to simplify compliance with City protocol.
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Futureproof Work
2020 insight: Changing how we do work long-term
IDEA STARTERS
Dan Vallero
Daniel.Vallero@durhamnc.gov

COLLABORATORS
City’s Task Force on Flexible Work

THE CHALLENGE
How do we retain the positive outcomes realized through the City's response to the pandemic, when the elasticity of
paradigms threaten to bring things “back to normal?” Some of those outcomes included eliminating unnecessary
meetings and holding necessary ones using modern technologies; remote and flexible work; and taking advantage of
some services that could be transitioned to resident self-services.
THE IDEA
Prior to the City-wide shutdown of on-site services in Spring 2020, Dan’s team began experimenting with emerging
flexible work theories within his group. Since most of the group spent most of their time in the field, coming to City Hall
at the start and end of the day seemed arbitrary and counterproductive. Once the pandemic created a need to be
creative, and uncoupled the City from old paradigms, many of the ideas from Dan’s group became more acceptable. For
example, Dan’s group used their phones and/or gathered at an outdoor location closer to where the work for the day
was occuring. The group began to take paper tasks and transitioned them to email or web-based programs. The group
moved inspectors’ areas closer to their home locations so they could directly visit sites closer to their home, instead of
centralizing City Hall and dividing work from there every morning. The group also discovered a balance between
field-work and desk-work from home. Dan’s group discovered new successful ways to work from home; for example,
instead of two hours of office time every day and 5.5 hours of field time every day, the group began to experiment with
one full day of office time from home, and four full days in the field. The results? The job was getting done well, and
staff found a beneficial shift in their work-life balance — it needed to continue after the pandemic.
The Ideastarter was eventually absorbed into the City’s Task Force on Flexible Work, responsible for creating policies
and training materials to enable a city organization where 1) its residents receive in-person services without paying for
new office space unless and until they are needed; 2) its employees enjoy the benefit of regular remote work; and 3) its
managers and supervisors are backed by pre-approved schedules and policies. The Task Force focused on three areas: 1)
writing the initial documents that would become the policy; 2) developing sample schedules and materials critical to
implementing the new policy; 3) studying what kinds of spaces would become available with decreased employee
on-site presence, and what to do with those spaces. Creating additional outdoor spaces for employees to work and
relax when they were at the office
emerged in these Task Force discussions,
leading to an offshoot Ideastarter
collaboration with a team from General
Services (details on the following page).
NEXT STEPS
The next step will be to refine the policy,
processes, and materials as we learn
how effective they are with staff. The
second step will be to observe what
spaces become available and to
consider how those spaces might be
better used.
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Futureproof Work offshoot
Creating inviting outdoor spaces that work for staff
IDEA STARTERS
Sean Doig
Sean.Doig@durhamnc.gov

COLLABORATORS
Trish Creta & Jina Probst
Trish.Ceta@durhamnc.gov, Jina.Probst@durhamnc.gov

THE CHALLENGE
The City’s decision to allow those employees who could work from home during the pandemic to do so, demonstrated
that “office work” does not always have to happen in an office. Going forward, how can the City incorporate this new
understanding into what work looks like even when happens on-site?
THE IDEA
One idea that emerged from the Task Force’s discussions with employees
was the possibility of creating additional outdoor space for employees to
work or relax when they were at the office. Sean Doig collaborated with
Trish Creta with General Services to prototype several seating locations on
the plaza between City Hall and the Annex. This prototype is currently
ongoing and data collection is underway.

EARLY INSIGHTS
This prototype has received 21 surveys as of late August.
Some key takeaways we’ve heard from staff are:
● Most respondents used the spaces for
lunch/break;
● 75% indicated they were “very likely” to use
the space again;
● Over half indicated they would use the space
for work;
● Most indicated they were “very interested” in
the City prioritizing outdoor space;
● The biggest requests were for more, and
more varied, seating arrangements and
access to power.
NEXT STEPS
The team is working to build on the prototype’s
momentum, exploring costs and opportunities
to expand outdoor seating options for different
uses going forward.
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City & County Collaboration
Advancing cooperative and equitable approaches in our work
IDEA STARTER
Lisa Miller
Lisa.Miller@durhamnc.gov

COLLABORATORS
Erin Parish and Christina Tookes
Erin.Parish@durhamnc.gov, Christina.Tookes@durhamnc.gov

THE CHALLENGE
Different departments in the City and County have overlapping policies trying to address the needs of residents. These
policies aren’t coordinated, nor is the work towards their implementation. Solutions are not taking a holistic view but
are siloed within what a particular department might be able to impact.
THE IDEA
I began with the idea to pull together a database of City and County policies that staff could use as a resource to
coordinate our work together around these issues. For instance, someone could look for policies related to housing and
see what policies Community Development and Planning have around this issue to see how to coordinate around
solutions with staff in other departments who are focused on the same goal.
KEY LEARNINGS
I interviewed staff in different departments to learn from their experiences trying to collaborate across departments in
the City and County in their work. I focused on staff working around the topics of housing and transportation, as these
have been two of the highest priorities coming from residents and have relevance in many different City and County
departments and plans, including those focused on health, youth and seniors.
I learned from these conversations just how many staff in other departments are looking for more cross-department or
cross-organization collaboration and believe their work would benefit from that collaboration. I also learned about
many different existing collaborations in the City and County that are happening with different degrees of success, but
may not be known by staff in departments that are not directly involved.
I learned through stakeholder interviews and through the design tools taught to our cohort in the IdeaStarter program,
that the solution I proposed was likely not the best one. A good solution is one where there is as little friction (or extra
effort) involved in getting folks to adopt the solution. Where the database would be an outside resource staff would
need to seek out to use, embedding collaboration into an existing process could be a more effective solution. In shifting
my idea towards a potential process to pilot collaboration within, the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) process
emerged as a possibility.
In pursuing the possibility of bringing more collaboration into the CIP process, I connected up with the work Erin Parish,
Toney Thompson and Christina Tookes were beginning around bringing an equity lens into the CIP process. With Erin
and Christina, I helped bring together a cross-departmental group of staff focused on improving the CIP process, with a
focus on equitable CIP project funding and increasing collaboration within that work.
NEXT STEPS
Our work around the CIP process continues and is planned to be initially implemented with this next CIP cycle (to be
adopted with the FY22/23 budget). This work could be an effective pilot for understanding how to bring different
departments together, to focus our work on equity, and to ensure that resident perspectives are centered and reflected
in our work. And while this has been an effective pilot, seeing our organizational structure shift away from siloed
departments to one that breeds collaboration seems essential to making a real culture shift in the organization.
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Arborist Training
Planting seeds for a diverse future of professional tree care
IDEA STARTER
Alex Johnson
Alexander.Johnson@durhamnc.gov

COLLABORATORS
LaTarsha Powell
LaTarsha.Powell@durhamnc.gov

THE CHALLENGE
There’s not enough home-grown talent from diverse backgrounds in the field of Arboriculture. The current
homogeneous workforce is aging and increasingly difficult to replace. Vacancies persist, where out-of-state recruitment
is often necessary and candidates for vacancies have matching demographics to the existing workforce. Who loses out?
Those seeking employment who don’t have the skills or background, those doing the hiring, team members who don’t
receive the benefits of diversity, and community members impacted by the lack of access to qualified service providers.
The issue is complex and long-term: our communities need jobs and our urban forest needs trained and qualified
workers. Tree care is difficult and often dangerous work. Professional standards must be learned in controlled settings in
order to ensure worker safety and professional-quality tree care and outcomes.
THE IDEA
I set out to improve the way we identify, engage and train a diverse group of future arborists. The ultimate vision of this
long-term work looks like:
●
Good-paying arborist jobs filled by diverse, skilled workers;
●
A deep bench of skilled Durham tree workers to fill any position in the public or private sector;
●
Professional tree care that is not a luxury for the privileged few; healthy trees thrive in all communities
●
Poor practices enacted by untrained service providers will not be the norm in less affluent communities
KEY ACTIVITIES AND NEXT STEPS
We reached out to partner with a number of local public organizations with environmental education and volunteer
programs. One such organization was with Tree Keepers; the partnership was very successful, and will continue into the
future. Working with the new Director, I conducted 3 hands-on training sessions with 12-15 volunteers each time. They
laid the groundwork to continue the Tree Keepers program through the coming fall and winter seasons and hope to
expand past training and into regular tree stewardship sessions, targeting new street trees planted in historically
underserved neighborhoods where new trees have been prioritized. Going forward, the partnership is poised to
continue. Both parties took the necessary time to understand the goals of each respective organization and how they
can help one another. Several volunteers showed great promise, and one expressed interest in a future career in
abroiculture.
Part of my learning journey was to come to understand
that tree work (done to industry standards) takes a lot
of practice. Watching motivated people struggle to
make cuts,even when given instruction and professional
tools reinforced the idea that this is a specialized skill set
and the way forward in any training effort is going to
take time and focused attention.
Partnering with the Durham YouthWorks Program
would be a good route going forward, as this year
unfortunately did not work out.
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IdeaStarter 2021
Key takeaways and future opportunities
What did we learn this year, and how will those insights impact Ideastarters to come?
Ideastarter, Online!
Unlike the cohort of the infamous 2020, this was the first year
intentionally planned to be entirely remote. With some early
lessons learned and more time to prepare, a silver lining emerged:
online platforms provided flexible ways of meeting and working,
tutorials could be recorded live and archived for later viewing, ad
hoc workshops could be utilized by those who needed them, and
digital worksheets and resources provided easier ways to plug into
and share tools and bring them back to non-Ideastarter work.
What’s in it for future Ideastarters? While the future of working
together is still unknown, we’ve developed our capacity for a
hybrid model. Some things work better in person; others thrive
online. We’re excited to leverage technology in combination with
physical space to maximize our creative capacities as a growing
Ideastarter community.

“Ideastarter placed us
together with the right
people, the know how,
and the right tools to help
make our project a
success. I gained lots of
invaluable skills that I can
use on future projects.”

“I am grateful for your enthusiastic
support and non-pushy encouragement
at each step. It was great to have
templates to work from at each stage,
and it was critical for us to connect with
our project mentor as a resource.”
“I really liked the collaborative spirit of
everyone involved and getting to interact
with so many folks in different
departments. Ideastarter has helped me
in many ways to take an idea from my
head and get it out into the world.”

DIY — Design & Innovate Yourself
The Ideastarter program has grown beyond its “suggestion box on steroids”
beginnings in 2017 and developed into the problem-solving sandbox and idea
incubator that it is today. Our goal is neither to be the gatekeepers of innovation
or even to have repeat Ideastarter applicants (though we’d never discourage new
submissions!) but to see staff take what they’ve learned in developing their ideas
to tackle new challenges and sharing approaches with their work teams.
What’s in it for future Ideastarters? We hope to partner with more staff from
more departments, inviting potential participants to see connections between
these problem-solving tools and their everyday work challenges.

Mentors, Collaborators, Supporters… Oh my!
Over the last 4 years, our participants have shown us that, even more than
prototype funding, what they’ve benefited from most is connecting with others
to explore new tools, work through problems they’ve had trouble tackling on
their own, and bouncing ideas off supportive colleagues with fresh eyes and
diverse perspectives. Even in normal times, projects with more than one
applicant tend to be easier on participants, and given the added strains and
limitations of current times, we practiced multiple ways of coordinating support
this year. Whether from Ideastarter alum, OPI colleagues or curious staff
interested in supporting projects, we threw in the kitchen sink of enthusiastic
encouragement.
What’s in it for future Ideastarters? Ideastarter will always be greater than the
sum of its parts, and we can’t wait to continue cultivating more space for staff
to think and learn and explore outside the box together.

“That's one of the things
that have been valuable
about Ideastarter: we need
spaces for people to stay
engaged. I think I'm better
as a mentor than an
Ideastarter... ‘You seem
stuck, let's talk about it.’ We
need a place where people
have somewhere to go to
work out problems with
others willing to listen.”

